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Can you adapt your lines to your order volume?
Today’s electronics production environments are 
characterized by fast product turnovers. As markets 
change ever more rapidly, so does demand. In short, 
your customers want you to be flexible. But this is 
difficult for classic SMT lines, as product changeovers 
require cumbersome reconfigurations while declining 
lot sizes drive up unit costs. And when demand 
increases, your production capacities can be quickly 
exhausted. But when demand drops, you may be stuck 
with excess capacities and unused investments.

SIPLACE has a solution for this dilemma. With its 
interchangeable gantries, the SIPLACE SX placement 
platform provides a modern, scalable alternative to 
inflexible machines and rigid line concepts. For the 
first time you can invest in placement performance 

or feeder capacity depending on your order volume. 
You can also shift excess capacity rapidly from one 
line to another where a bottleneck slows things 
down. We call this Capacity-on-Demand.

Interchangeable gantries, heads with software-
controlled placement modes, intelligent X-feeders 
– every detail of the SIPLACE SX has been designed 
for flexibility. In addition, you benefit from innovative 
setup concepts and the powerful SIPLACE Software 
Suite. All these features make the SIPLACE SX 
the world’s first placement platform that is flexibly 
adaptable to rapidly changing demand volumes, 
products, and lot sizes.

SIPLACE SX is the #1 in flexibility!
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For perfectly coordinated high-mix lines:  
DEK printing solutions and the SIPLACE SX.

Fine-tune your production for flexibility: 
The SIPLACE SX at a glance

The SIPLACE MultiStar head makes sure that 
each SIPLACE SX line is optimally balanced. 

▪ Placement performance on demand: The interchangeable gantries 
of the SIPLACE SX can be installed or uninstalled in less than  
30 minutes.

 ▪ Complete modularity: Interchangeable gantries, placement heads, 
SIPLACE SX+ base modules, and X-feeders.

 ▪ You buy, rent and transfer the modules as needed. This allows you 
to invest in performance, feeder capacity, or both.

 ▪ Maximum flexibility up to the head: The SIPLACE MultiStar is both  
a high-speed and an end-of-line head.

 ▪ Software that’s state-of-the-art: Fast, manageable and user-friendly 
– experience the latest generation of SIPLACE station software.
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Based on placement program definitions, SIPLACE Smart Pin 
Support positions placement pins automatically.

Gantries are added or removed in less than 30 minutes.

Truly unique: SIPLACE SX 
interchangeable gantries

The SIPLACE SX is the world’s only 
placement solution with total gantry 
modularity. Mounted on rails, the 
innovative SIPLACE SX gantries can 
be installed and uninstalled quickly 
and easily. The SIPLACE software 
even calibrates them and adjusts the 
placement program automatically. 
Thus a dream becomes true: you can 
flexibly scale your production and 
easily transfer capacity between lines 
– that’s Capacity-on-Demand with the 
SIPLACE SX.

Add more feeder slots and  
nothing else

Why invest in a completely new 
machine with gantries and heads 
when all you need is more feeder 
slots? With the SIPLACE SX+ 
basic module, your line gains 120 
slots – nothing else. You can then 
transfer a gantry from one of your 
other machines. The result: same 
performance, more capacity, less 
additional investment.

Reliable component recognition

The digital SIPLACE vision system 
identifies components of all shapes 
and colors – quickly and reliably. 
New components can be described 
in just a few seconds with information 
from the SIPLACE databases, via 
offline teaching, or directly on the 
line. And saved vision dumps help 
you to analyze discards and other 
component-related problems.

Intelligent SIPLACE X-feeders

Simplify and accelerate your setup 
processes! The intelligent SIPLACE 
X-feeders can be installed and 
removed without having to stop the 
machine. LEDs indicate their status. 
They even blink to let operators know 
when they are no longer needed 
and can be removed. The optional 
Waffle Pack Changer (WPC) provides 
additional flexibility while leaving  
30 slots available for feeders.

Operation made easy

The latest generation of the SIPLACE 
station software is an invaluable help 
for your operators. It indicates the 
status of machine and components at 
all times and highlights the next steps 
to be performed. And it takes only 
a few mouse clicks to optimize the 
configuration for any scenario – from 
fast product introductions to high-
speed mass production.
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Technical data* SIPLACE SX1 SIPLACE SX2

Benchmark Performance** 37,000 cph 74,000 cph

IPC Performance 29,500 cph 59,000 cph

Feeder capacity 120 x 8 mm tracks

Component range [lxwxh] 0201 (metric) – 200 mm x 125 mm x 40 mm

Board size 50 mm x 50 mm – 1,525 mm x 560 mm

Machine size [lxwxh] 1.5 m x 2.8 m x 1.8 m

Placement heads SpeedStar CP20P, MultiStar (CPP), TwinStar (TH)

Accuracy 22 µm @ 3 σ (with TwinStar)

Transport Single conveyor, flexible dual conveyor

SIPLACE SX1 SIPLACE SX2 SIPLACE SX+

Flexible production High-speed production Increase feeder capacity

Placement heads Tray changer Performance* Feeder Length

SX2 CP20P/CPP 74,000 cph 120 1.5 m

SX1 CPP (low) 23,000 cph 120 1.5 m

SX2 TH/CPP (high) WPC6 27,000 cph 90 1.5 m

Automotive Line (SIPLACE SX2/SIPLACE SX1/SIPLACE SX2) 124,000 cph 330 4.5 m

Placement heads Tray changer Performance* Feeder Length

SX2 CP20P/CPP (low) 60,000 cph 120 1.5 m

SX1 CPP (high) 21,500 cph 120 1.5 m

SX1 TH WPC6 5,500 cph 90 1.5 m

EMS Line (SIPLACE SX2/SIPLACE SX1/SIPLACE SX1) 87,000 cph 330 4.5 m

Placement heads Tray changer Performance* Feeder Length

SX2 CP20P/CPP (low) 60,000 cph 120 1.5 m

SX2 TH/CPP (high) WPC6 27,000 cph 90 1.5 m

OEM Line (SIPLACE SX2/SIPLACE SX2) 87,000 cph 210 3 m

Sample line configurations

* With professional maintenance – to the extent and as frequent as recommended by ASM – you can make sure that your SIPLACE equipment will retain speed  
and accuracy values as specified throughout its life cycle. Upon your request, ASM can offer you with suitable maintenance contracts.
** SIPLACE Benchmark
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SIPLACE VeryHighForce TwinStar head  
for placement forces of up to 100 N.

Always in sync:  
The SIPLACE MultiStar head

Do product changeovers cause pro-
blems on your shop floor? Do you 
waste time installing special place-
ment heads and reconfiguring, syn-
chronizing and balancing your lines? 
We can do more with less, thanks to 
the uniquely simple placement head 
concept of the SIPLACE SX with only 
three heads for everything. 

Flexible: SIPLACE MultiStar

For perfectly balanced lines at all 
times, the SIPLACE MultiStar is the 
world’s first placement head that can 
operate in three different modes. 
Depending on the product and fully 
software driven, it places standard 
components in its fast collect-and-
place mode and large components in 
its pick-and-place mode. It can even 
combine both of these in a mixed 
mode. With these capabilities, it is 
both a high-speed head and a flexible 
end-of-line head, depending on what’s 
needed at the time. 

Your benefits: Fast product change-
overs, total flexibility, and more pro-
ductivity. Instead of spending time and 
money on cumbersome head changes 
and reconfigurations, the SIPLACE 
MultiStar adjusts automatically to the 
current requirements and operates 
with outstanding efficiency even on 
lines with frequent product changeo-
vers. 

No matter what products you run, with 
the SIPLACE MultiStar your line is 
ready for anything and automatically 
balanced at all times. As a universal 
placement head for 98 percent of the 
relevant component spectrum, the 
SIPLACE MultiStar is simply unique.

Fast: SIPLACE SpeedStar

The SIPLACE SpeedStar’s domain is 
the ultra-fast placement of standard 
components down to the latest gene-
ration of 0201 metric components. 
With its collect-and-place mode, it 
picks up components on each of its 
20 nozzles – quickly, safely, and with 
exceptional accuracy.

And its SIPLACE benchmark rating of 
30,000 cph speaks for itself.

SIPLACE TwinStar

The SIPLACE TwinStar is our end-of-
line head for large and heavy compo-
nents. This high-precision head places 
even the most exotic parts aided by 
its huge selection of nozzles and grip-
pers. And if your application requires 
high placement forces, we offer high-
force and very-high-force versions 
with controlled placement forces of up 
to 30 N and 100 N, respectively, which 
are able to place components that are 
up to 40 mm high, 200 mm long, and 
weigh up to 100 g.

SIPLACE MultiStar

SIPLACE
Speed 
Star

SIPLACE
TwinStar

up to 8.5 mm height

37 k

23 k

5 k

6 x 6 27 x 27 32 x 32

Component size [mm]

Placement perfomance [cph]

50 x 40 200 x 125

up to 11.5 mm height

up to 40 mm height
up to 100 N placement force

Just three different heads 
to cover all your needs

0201 
(metric)

The widest component spectrum with only three heads
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Scale your SMT lines in 
concert with the ramp-up

A new product is being introduced with 
lots of potential but not a lot of predic-
tability.  This is always a predicament: 
if you design your SMT line too small, 
you may quickly run into bottlenecks that 
make costly and time-consuming recon-
figurations necessary. If you are too opti-
mistic, you wind up with excess capacity 
and a large pile of fixed costs. 

The SIPLACE SX solution: Scale your 
line in concert with your actual demand. 
Thanks to the SX’s interchangeable 
gantries, your line has performance 
reserves. This allows you to invest risk-
free and only when demand actually 
justifies it.

1.

Capacity-on-Demand:  
The right solution for any situation 

The only thing that’s constant in modern electronics manufacturing is change. 

With the Capacity-on-Demand machines from the SIPLACE SX-Series you can 

adapt your production to any situation and maintain maximum efficiency even 

in times of constantly changing job scenarios. You can start out small and grow 

quickly and easily as needed. Unleash yourself from the boundaries of rigid line 

and manufacturing concepts – see for yourself how you can benefit from new 

concepts and scalable solutions:

Rent gantries  
to add performance

Scale up gantries as  
you ramp up

Increase only  
your feeder slots

Transfer gantries 
between lines

A

B

1.

3.

2.

4.
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2. 3. 4.Transfer placement 
performance between lines

As the order volume rises significantly, 
you encounter bottlenecks on one of 
your lines – delivery dates may have to 
be pushed back. In the past, you had to 
shift production to other lines or even 
outside providers when this happened.

The SIPLACE SX solution: Transfer 
some SX gantries from lines that aren’t 
so busy.  The result: in just a few minutes 
you have a much faster line with no new 
investment and no need for expensive 
reconfigurations – and you can deliver to 
your customer on time.

Handle order peaks quickly 
and risk-free with attractive 
rental terms

Does your production have to deal with 
seasonal or cyclical order peaks? In the 
past, you could either outsource (which 
is always troublesome and may even 
cause you to lose a customer) or add 
capacity (whose fixed costs and depre-
ciation become expensive when things 
slow down again).

The SIPLACE SX solution: Rent SX 
gantries only for the time you need the 
additional performance. You benefit from 
having flexible reserves while avoiding 
excess capacity and fixed costs.

Increase only your feeder 
slots and your flexibility 

A changing product mix requires more 
feeder capacity than your current line 
provides. In the past, you could either 
change your setups more frequently 
(with the accompanying line shutdowns) 
or invest in another placement machine. 
The new machine delivered the desired 
feeder slots, but you also had to pay for 
additional performance you didn’t really 
need.

The SIPLACE SX solution: Add an 
SX+ basic module without gantries. You 
add lots of feeder slots without having 
to pay for things you don’t need. Instead 
you simply transfer one or more of your 
existing gantries and heads to the new 
module.
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Smart factory? Industry 4.0? Get your electronics production ready for the 

future. The SIPLACE SX opens the door to powerful hardware, software and 

service options that improve all your manufacturing processes. The modular 

SIPLACE Software Suite leaves no wish unfulfilled – from NPI and planning to 

setup optimization and monitoring to comprehensive solutions for materials 

management and traceability.

SIPLACE SX: Powerful software  
for optimized workflows

Family setup with  
static/dynamic  

feeder cart concept

SIPLACE Pro Optimizer
and  

SIPLACE SiCluster Professional

Fixed  
setup 

SIPLACE  
Pro Optimizer

Floating setup 
changeover

SIPLACE Split Table 
Mode and SIPLACE 

SiCluster Professional

U
ni

t v
ol

um
e

Product mix

high

highlow

SIPLACE software: Workflow-oriented and easy to useSIPLACE setup strategies compared
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Software makes the difference

Electronics manufacturing is a complex 
business. To automate your processes, 
you need good software. And to improve 
these processes and make them more 
flexible, you need the best: the SIPLACE 
Software Suite. Modular, powerful, and 
easy to use.

Example: Flexible setups

The SIPLACE SX-Series implements the 
full bandwidth of flexible SIPLACE setup 
strategies such as fixed setups, family 
setups, and offline kitting.  With split 
table mode, fixed table mode, random 
setup, floating setup and other innovative 
setup concepts you enjoy a new level of 
freedom – up to no-stop setup change-
overs.  

You benefit from efficient processes for 
the complete spectrum from high-volume 
production to small lots and prototype 

manufacturing. In the planning stage, 
SIPLACE SiCluster Multiline optimizes 
family setups and production sequences 
across all your SIPLACE lines at the click 
of a button. Your deadlines, component 
spectrum and line configurations are 
taken into account automatically. In the 
setup stage, the SIPLACE Setup Assi-
stant supports and verifies your kitting 
process. And the LEDs on the intelligent 
SIPLACE X-feeders tell your operator 
what to do. The result: faster and more 
reliable setup processes.

Example: Materials management

As products change faster and lots get 
smaller, your material logistics become 
an increasingly important productivity 
factor. Our SIPLACE Material Manager 
provides a comprehensive solution that 
was designed for the specific needs 
of SMT manufacturing. A solution that 
handles everything from printing labels in 
your receiving department to managing 

automated storage systems to moni-
toring MSDs to improving your setup 
processes. Paper-less, transparent, and 
optionally with compact, automated  
SIPLACE Material Tower storage sys-
tems adjacent to the line for fewer and 
shorter trips. 

Solutions for all requirements

Get a leg up on the competition – our 
process experts and software engineers 
will gladly tell you how. Whether for 
standard processes like NPI and line 
monitoring, special requirements such 
as LED brightness class management 
(LED Pairing), traceability and product 
data management (EDM), or support 
processes like feeder management, web-
based remote monitoring or interfaces 
to ERP systems – we offer superior 
solutions for your workflows that get you 
ready for the electronics production of 
the future. 

The modular SIPLACE software suite

Enterprise Integration

Material Logistics

SIPLACE Material Manager

FACTORY SOLUTIONS

PLANNING PROCESS 
OPTIMIZATIONNPI PRODUCTION

Setup Preparation

SIPLACE 
Setup Center

SIPLACE 
Random Setup

SIPLACE 
Split Table Mode

SIPLACE 
Material Setup Assistant

Production

SIPLACE 
Alternative Components

SIPLACE 
LED Pairing

SIPLACE WDTL for 
Barcode/Inkspot

SIPLACE
Borrow Performance

Programming

SIPLACE 
Pro

SIPLACE 
Station Software

SIPLACE 
Vision Teach Station

SIPLACE
EDM

Changeover

SIPLACE 
Stationwise Download

SIPLACE 
Automatic Program 

Download

Maintenance

SIPLACE
Feeder Manager

Production Planning

SIPLACE 
SiCluster Professional

SIPLACE 
SiCluster Multiline

Process Monitoring& 
Optimization

SIPLACE
OIS

SIPLACE
Explorer

SIPLACE 
Line Monitor

SIPLACE 
Traceability

LINE SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS

SIPLACE OIB
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ASM Assembly Systems GmbH & Co. KG
Rupert-Mayer-Strasse 44 | 81379 Munich | Germany
Phone: +49 89 20800-27819 | Fax: +49 89 20800-36692 | E-mail: smt-solutions.de@asmpt.com

ASM 
Website

www.asm-smt.com www.smart-smt- 
factory-forum.com

ASM 
YouTube

SMT 
Blog

www.youtube.com/c/
ASMSMTSolutions

ASM 
Facebook

www.facebook.com/
ASMAssemblySystems 

ASM  
LinkedIn

www.linkedin.com/
company/asm-assembly-

systems
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